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Abstract The hybrid design of the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory allows for the measurement of the properties of exten-
sive air showers initiated by ultra-high energy cosmic rays
with unprecedented precision. By using an array of proto-
type underground muon detectors, we have performed the
first direct measurement, by the Auger Collaboration, of the
muon content of air showers between 2 × 1017 and 2 × 1018
eV. We have studied the energy evolution of the attenuation-
corrected muon density, and compared it to predictions from
air shower simulations. The observed densities are found to
be larger than those predicted by models. We quantify this
discrepancy by combining the measurements from the muon
detector with those from the Auger fluorescence detector at
1017.5 eV and 1018 eV. We find that, for the models to explain
the data, an increase in the muon density of 38% ±4%(12%)
±21%18% for EPOS- LHC, and of 50%(53%) ±4%(13%) ±23%20%
for QGSJetII- 04, is respectively needed.
1 Introduction
More than a hundred years after the discovery of cosmic rays
(CRs), their origin remains unknown. Because of their low
intensity, CRs above ∼ 1014 eV can only be studied through
the detection of the showers of particles, known as extensive
air showers (EASs), which they create in the atmosphere.
The properties of the particles arriving at the top of the atmo-
sphere are therefore measured indirectly by arrays of on-
ground based detectors. As the mass composition of CRs at
Earth is of fundamental importance to understand their ori-
gin, the identification of observable parameters sensitive to
the primary mass is essential.
After the first interaction of a primary cosmic ray with the
air molecules, a cascade of secondary particles develops in
the atmosphere. The depth of maximum multiplicity of sec-
ondary particles, Xmax, thanks to its linear dependence on
the logarithm of the primary mass A [1], is the most promi-
nent observable to gain information on the primary compo-
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sition. Experimentally, it is determined through the obser-
vation of the longitudinal shower profile, via Cherenkov or
fluorescence detectors. Also very relevant for inference on
mass composition is the number of muons in showers. Its
relevance can be understood on the basis of the framework
of the Heitler-Matthews model of a cascade [1], where the
number of produced muons scales with energy E and mass
number A as Nμ ∝ AEβ/(Aξc)β . The parameter ξc is the
critical energy at which charged pions are likely to decay into
muons rather than interact. In realistic air shower scenarios,
ξc is within 20 −30 GeV while β ≈ 0.9. Experimentally, the
number of muons is determined through the measurement
of the muon lateral shower profile, performed by means of
ground-based arrays of particle detectors.
The interpretation of Xmax and of the number of muons,
and in general of every EAS observable sensitive to mass,
relies on the comparison of their measured values with those
predicted by EAS simulations. These resort to hadronic inter-
action properties at very high energies and in phase-space
regions not well covered by accelerator experiments. Cur-
rently, the systematic uncertainties in Xmax and in muon-
number related quantities predicted by these simulations are
dominated by the differences between hadronic interaction
models and not by detector uncertainties, even after recent
updates based on LHC data of parameters governing the
interactions [2]. An internally consistent hadronic interaction
model should reproduce simultaneously the different facets
of the showers captured in every observable sensitive to the
primary mass. Therefore, any additional insight in the evo-
lution of composition-sensitive parameters as a function of
energy provides new light on the hadronic processes at ener-
gies above those which are achievable with current particle
accelerators.
The study of the number of muons is particularly inter-
esting as the accuracy of the simulation predictions is chal-
lenged by requiring specific modelling of the number of gen-
erations of hadronic interactions and of the properties of their
final state, such as the multiplicity and the average fraction
of electromagnetic energy per interaction carried by neutral
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pions. The measurement of muon-number related quantities
has thus been a long-standing effort carried on with ground-
based detector arrays (see, e.g., [3–9]). Several hints that the
muon number is larger in observations than in simulations
have been reported, with higher tensions at the highest ener-
gies [10], although the significance of the measurements is
difficult to assess due to the uncertainty in the absolute energy
calibration of the showers.
The objective of this work is to bring new information
on the muon content in showers, and on its evolution as a
function of energy between 2 × 1017 and 2 × 1018 eV, by
means of a direct measurement of the muon density at the
Pierre Auger Observatory [11,12]. This is the largest facility
built to detect CRs at the highest energies. In operation since
2004 to focus primarily on the energy range above 1018 eV,
it consists of 1600 water-Cherenkov surface detectors (SD),
placed in a triangular grid with a spacing of 1500 m covering
an area of about 3000 km2 (SD-1500) and 24 air-fluorescence
telescopes (FD), grouped at four sites overlooking the SD
array.
Subsequent to the completion of the array construction in
2008, new detectors have been added to extend the energy
range down to ≈ 1017 eV: a smaller array of area 23.5 km2
composed of 61 surface detectors with 750 m spacing
(SD-750), and three fluorescence telescopes with a higher
elevation of the field of view. Alongside the SD-750 array,
underground muon detectors (UMD) were designed to pro-
vide a dedicated device to directly measure the muonic com-
ponent of EASs. An engineering array of prototypes operated
until November 2017 to validate and optimize the detector
design, and to evaluate its performance (preliminary results
were presented in [13–16]).
In this paper, we report the first measurements made at
the Pierre Auger Observatory on muon densities in EASs
between 2 × 1017 and 2 × 1018 eV. They have been possi-
ble thanks to the capability of muon counting of the UMD
prototype array, which is described in Sect. 2. The definition
of the muon-density estimator, dubbed ρ35, together with the
shower-reconstruction procedure to extract it, are the subject
of Sect. 3. The evolution of the muon content with energy is
then presented in Sect. 4, in perspective with previous mea-
surements at higher energies and with model expectations.
Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.
2 Muon counting with the UMD
2.1 The engineering array
The engineering array of the underground muon detector
(UMD) consists of seven sets of scintillator detectors, each
buried 2.3 m deep next to an SD-station in the SD-750, form-
ing a hexagon (see a sketch in Fig. 1). The depth, correspond-
Fig. 1 Sketch of the underground muon detector engineering array.
The circles represent the water-Cherenkov detectors. The muon coun-
ters are symbolized by the rectangles
ing to ∼ 540 g/cm2 of overburden as determined by the local
soil density, is such that the electromagnetic component of
extensive air showers is largely absorbed, while muons with
energy in excess of ∼ 1 GeV can reach the buried detectors.
Each underground detector is installed at least 7 m away from
the center of its SD companion, so that shower particles with
zenith angles up to 45◦ can hit the scintillators without pass-
ing through the surface detector.
The prototype UMD station is composed of four
scintillation modules (SMs), with 2 × 5 m2 and 2 × 10 m2
area. There are two positions equipped with extra stations
to assess the detector resolution and its efficiency1. Each
SM consists of 64 plastic scintillation bars sealed in a PVC
casing, containing wavelength-shifting optical fibers, a 64
multi-pixel optical device, and acquisition electronics (see
[17] for details on the material used and the construction pro-
cedures for the scintillation modules). The light produced in
the bars is collected and propagated along the fibers which
couple to the optical device. Two different types were tested
in the engineering array: photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) and
silicon photo-multipliers (SiPMs). For the full array, the
SiPM option was chosen because of their better photo-
detection efficiency, reduced power consumption, and lower
costs [18]. Data used in this work correspond in turn to the
one-year period, starting in October 2015, when the engi-
neering array began stable data taking with 64-pixel PMTs,
namely the Hamamatsu ultra bi-alkaline H8804-200MOD,
a H7546-type PMT but with a different casing and an
1 For the full UMD array, only three 10 m2 will be installed in each
position of the SD-750, as the extra station at the centre of the hexagon.
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increased quantum efficiency peaking around the wavelength
of 350 nm.
The highly segmented UMDs are designed to count indi-
vidual muons when triggered by the associated SD station.
The electronics therefore consists of two components: the
underground electronics, installed in each buried SM, and the
surface electronics, at the SD station. Both are powered by
solar panels. The underground electronics includes the PMT,
an analog board to digitize the pulses from the PMTs, a dig-
ital board with a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and
memory, as well as a power distribution board and a micro-
controller board for data transmission and slow control. The
surface electronics, which is common to all UMDs, serves
as an interface with the SD electronics to get trigger data
and to transfer muon data: it consists of wireless communi-
cation to the Central Data Acquisition System (CDAS), the
network switch, and the power regulator.
The analog front-end accommodates 64 pre-amplifiers
and remotely-adjustable threshold discriminators to convert
the analog pulses of each PMT pixel to serial binary sig-
nals. Thus, PMT time pulses are converted into a train of
digital ‘0’s and ‘1’s corresponding to the absence or pres-
ence of a signal above the threshold. The FPGA located on
the digital board acquires the data from the analog board
with a frequency of 320 MHz, corresponding to a sampling
interval of 3.125 ns. In each time bin, one bit per channel is
saved in the front-end memory which consists of two circular
buffers that can store up to 6.4 µs of data (2048 × 3.125 ns).
Upon request from the CDAS, the binary traces are recov-
ered and transmitted. The event acquisition is synchronized
at the lowest (hardware) level to the surface stations through
a dedicated triggering line. The UMD electronics synchro-
nization is achieved through a time-tagging scheme, mostly
implemented in the FPGA. An event data trigger request,
received by the surface radio, is sent from the surface to the
underground microcontroller through an ethernet line. The
search of the requested event and the corresponding retrieval
of data is also programmed in the FPGA.
2.2 Muon counting methodology
The segmented design of the UMD allows for the identi-
fication of muons through simple counting above a given
threshold, without the need for a detailed study of the signal
structure. However, different sources of background might
bias the counting, such as dark-current pulses, cross-talk,
after-pulses, and corner-clipping particles. The criterion used
to disentangle muons from the background relies on the
width of the corresponding signals, since it is much wider
for muons than for the background. The consequent method-
ology adopted for counting the number of muons, described
in this section, is rooted in two procedures, one set at the
level of the analog data, the other at the digital level. The
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Fig. 2 Background rate, based on a ‘010’ pattern (see text) for an indi-
vidual scintillator counter as a function of the threshold voltage of the
corresponding discriminator channel: in this example the maximum rate
is attained for a threshold 207.5 mV. This value, VBck010 , is obtained by
fitting the data (red line) and corresponds to 80% of the mean VSPE.
The appointed threshold for data acquisition is 0.3 × VSPE is also indi-
cated. The inset histogram shows the distribution of VBck010 for all the 64
discriminator channels sharing the same front-end electronics
former consists in a calibration of the discriminator thresh-
olds applied to analog data, the latter in an algorithm which
searches for muon-like patterns in the sequence of the digital
data.
2.2.1 Adjustment of the discriminator thresholds
The short background signals, such as those due to cross-
talk between adjacent pixels in the PMTs or due to dark/after
pulses, are likely to produce analog signals equivalent to
a single photoelectron (SPE). The first step to disentangle
muons, which generate longer signals, from the background
consists in setting the thresholds of the 64 analog-board dis-
criminators so that an SPE is represented by a single ‘1’
or, at maximum, two consecutive ‘1’s in the sampled binary
trace. The rationale behind the threshold-adjustment proce-
dure is that, on the one hand, insufficiently high thresholds
might produce two or three consecutive ‘1’s. On the other
hand, excessively high thresholds would decrease the count-
ing efficiency because the digital output of the discriminator
might become too short for the FPGA sampling period. Sim-
ulations [19] have shown that the discriminator threshold at
the level of 30% of the mean SPE peak amplitude is opti-
mal for the representation of an SPE as a ‘010’ pattern for a
sampling period of 3.125 ns.
The threshold calibration is achieved by measuring,
for each scintillator channel, the background rate as a
function of the discriminator threshold voltage, VThr, to
identify a feature that can be correlated with the mean
single photoelectron (SPE) amplitude. The background puls-
es are composed both of atmospheric muons and self-
emitting light in the scintillators. The selected pattern to char-
acterize the background is a single ‘1’ in a time window of 8
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bins, i.e., 25 ns, corresponding to a ‘00001000’ pattern and
all possible permutations. The rate of such patterns is low for
small threshold of discrimination (VThr) because even nar-
row signals from baseline noise with small amplitudes will
produce more than one ‘1’ in a 8-bin window. The rate is
similarly low for high VThr, because muons with an energy
higher than 1 GeV have a low rate. Therefore, the rate of the
background patterns is expected to show a maximum: the
corresponding value of VThr, denoted as VBck010 , represents the
amplitude of the most probable signal due to the background,
i.e., of an SPE. An example of a calibration curve for one indi-
vidual channel is shown in Fig. 2, where in this case the rate
becomes maximal when the threshold voltage is 207.5 mV.
The inset of the same figure shows the distribution of VBck010
in all 64 discriminator channels sharing the same front-end
electronics. The spread of ∼ 18 mV is mainly the result of
the typical gain difference among the PMT pixels.
Laboratory measurements 2 have shown that the mean
amplitude of the actual signal due to an SPE, VSPE, can be
related to VBck010 by V
Bck
010 ≈ 0.8× VSPE. For the period of data
taking considered in this paper, the thresholds have been set
to 0.3×VSPE. The calibration routine to build the rate versus
voltage curve, as shown in Fig. 2, takes about two hours to
be completed. During this procedure, the data acquisition is
stopped. Once re-established, the value of the rate RBck010 is
continuously monitored and sent every minute to the CDAS
for each channel. Every time this monitored rate changes
by more than 3σ with respect to its average value, a new
calibration procedure is performed.
2.2.2 Muon identification
By applying the threshold calibration described above, the
large majority of background events produce a single SPE,
the corresponding binary pattern being restricted to one or
two consecutive ‘1’s. In contrast, signals due to muons are
in general much wider (of the order of 20 ns). They can thus
be efficiently identified in the sequence of digital data by a
match of the patterns ‘101’ or ‘111’ in three consecutive time
bins. This is referred to as 1x1 or gap strategy, as the middle
bin x can be either a ‘1’ or a ‘0’, the latter allowing for the
possibility of null samples (‘0’) within a binary muon trace.
In Fig. 3 the counting procedure is illustrated for a muon
pulse as measured in the laboratory: the muon pulse (black
line) is discriminated at the level indicated by the horizontal
dashed line (VThr), the discriminator output (dashed blue line)
is sampled by the FPGA and, consequently, a digital output
is produced.
Muons are then identified by applying a time window,
starting from the first identified match ‘1x1’, during which
the muon search is inhibited. Without such an inhibition win-
2 The setup is described in [18].
Fig. 3 The counting procedure: a muon pulse (black) is discriminated,
and the discriminator signal (dashed blue) is then digitally sampled by
an FPGA every 3.125 ns up to 6.4 µs. As a result, the binary trace on
the top of the figure is obtained
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Fig. 4 Relation between the number of ‘1’s and the length of the digital
trace, Δt. The red dashed line represents the identity function. The inset
shows the distribution of Δt
dow, a single-muon trace including one or more ‘0’s could
be interpreted as a sequence of two or more muons. The
length of the window has to be long enough to guarantee that
most muon traces do not last longer than the window, which
would cause an over-counting. In turn, the window duration
must not be too long to avoid that multiple muons hitting
the same scintillator are not resolved, which would cause an
under-counting.
The window length has been determined through the mea-
surement of muons in the laboratory, with the discriminator
threshold voltages set at the level of 0.3×VSPE and selecting
muons crossing the scintillator bar at the edge closest to the
PMT. In this position, the width of the signals is maximized,
as the light attenuation along the optical fiber is minimal. We
show in Fig. 4 the relation between the number of positive
samples (‘1’s) and the length of the digital trace, Δt, corre-
sponding to single muons. One can see that the relation is the
identity up to signals made of six ‘1’s, i.e., the muon signals
are compact (no ‘0’s) up to six ‘1’s. The distribution of Δt
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in the inset of the same figure shows that the most proba-
ble value corresponding to a single muon is six time bins of
3.125 ns. It has to be noted that signals with more than eight
‘1’s depart from the linear behavior, with the number of ‘1’s
saturating between nine and ten. These correspond to signals
with after-pulses: the saturation implies that the number of
‘1’s generated by these delayed signals, are at most one or
two, i.e., consistent with a single SPE.
From the laboratory measurement, the optimal time win-
dow was established to be six bins, corresponding to 18.75 ns.
However, such a result does not take into account the effects
of the time and momentum distribution of muons3 in exten-
sive air showers, which depend not only on the nature and
energy of the primary particle, but also on the distance of
detection point from the core, neither does it account for the
fact that muons can hit the scintillators in different positions
with respect to the PMT. To include these effects, we use
end-to-end simulations (see section 3.1), from which we find
that the optimal time window is seven time bins, i.e., 21.875
ns. This value minimizes the bias for identifying muons even
very close to the shower core, where the muon density is
high.
The effective efficiency in counting individual muons has
also been characterized through the muon measurements in
the laboratory. This effect combines both the true detection
efficiency of isolated particles with the contamination from
long muon signals that produces over-counting. In Fig. 5 it
is shown as a function of the time window, for the 5 m2 (red
points and line) and the 10 m2 (black points and line) mod-
ules. The shown efficiency is averaged over different imping-
ing positions of the muons on the strips in 0.5 m steps. For the
optimal time window of 21.875 ns, it is found to be 104%
and 95%, respectively. Values above 100% are due to the
over-counting of individual muons as a result of the longer
signals in the shorter scintillators where the attenuation of
light along the fiber is less important. Furthermore, the effi-
ciency is always smaller for the larger modules because, on
average, muons cross the scintillator bars farther with respect
to the optical device where the light absorption starts playing
an important role.
2.3 Efficiency
At the right-most vertex of the hexagon of the UMD array
displayed in Fig. 1, a unique water-Cherenkov detector pro-
vides the trigger for two twin units with scintillation modules
of 30 m2, segmented in exactly the same way: 2×10 m2 plus
3 Note that considering the particle momentum distribution allows cor-
rection for the corner-clipping effect happening when muons from a
non-vertical direction with respect to the surface of the scintillator
deposit their energy in two or more adjacent bars. A detailed expla-
nation of such a correction is given in [20].
window size/3.125 ns














Fig. 5 Efficiency to count individual muons as a function of the time
window, for scintillation modules of 10 m2 (black points and line) and
5 m2 (red points and line)
2 × 5 m2. One is deployed towards the south of the surface
detector, the other towards the north. These twin units can be
used to determine the UMD efficiency.
The average number of muons measured by an ideal
counter should depend only on the area of the detector. A
counter of an area S should record twice as many particles as
a counter with an area S/2. In the real case, however, a devi-
ation from this behavior might arise, in particular when there
are detection inefficiencies. Therefore, the expected ratio of
counts of two detectors with respective areas S1 and S2 is
r = εrel S1
S2
, (1)
where εrel = ε1/ε2 is the relative efficiency between detec-
tors.
The ratio of counts can be estimated in the following way.
The probability of measuring N1i and N2i particles simulta-
neously for a single event i follows from the product of two
Poisson distributions with expectation numbers μi ∝ ε1 S1
and νi ∝ ε2 S2. The joint probability distribution can then be
explicitly written in terms of the sum qi = μi +νi and of the
i-independent ratio r = μi/νi as
P(N1i , N2i |qi , r)
= 1
N1i ! N2i !q
N1i+N2i
i e
−qi r N1i (1 + r)−(N1i+N2i ) . (2)
The estimator for the ratio, r̂ , is found by maximizing the
likelihood function of N -events
L (q1, · · · , qN , r) =
N∏
i=1
P(N1i , N2i |qi , r), (3)
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Fig. 6 Relative efficiency from EAS data in twin detectors. a Between
detectors of different areas (10 m2 with respect to 5 m2 modules). b
Between identical detector areas of 30 m2. The estimation of the relative










i. e. the ratio of the sample average measured by the detector
of area S1 with respect to the sample average of the detec-
tor of area S2. Combining Eq. (1) with Eq. (4), the relative






In total there are eight modules located at the twin position.
Half of them have an area of 10 m2 and the other half an area
of 5 m2. The relative efficiency between the detectors can
thus be assessed in terms of the measurements over S1 = 4×
10 m2 = 40 m2 and S2 = 4×5 m2 = 20 m2. The comparison
between muon counts over 10 m2 modules with respect to
5 m2 modules is shown in Fig. 6a. The relative efficiency
estimation yields ε̂rel = 0.83 ± 0.07, a value mainly driven
by the attenuation of light along the fiber in the modules with
larger area. This result is, within uncertainties, compatible
with laboratory measurements discussed in Sect. 2.2.
2.4 Resolution
Twin detectors can also be used to determine the resolution of
the counting procedure. The muon numbers recorded by the
overall 30 m2 detectors are compared in Fig. 6b. The relative
efficiency estimation yields ε̂rel = 0.96 ± 0.08, a value com-
patible with 1. Equal-area detectors thus behave as identical
ones. This supports the idea that twin detectors can be used
to assess the fluctuations of the measured signals in a similar
manner to that used in the case of the SD stations [21], as
reported with preliminary results in [14,15]. The underlying
principle is that two identical close-by detectors basically
measure the same spot of the shower. Therefore, the accu-
racy of the measurement can be estimated by analyzing the
difference of the signals for a given event. Note that to ensure
twin detectors sample the same muon density, we consider
only signals at least 200 m away from the shower core, so
that the change of density due to the  20 m separation of
the twins is negligible. Such a cut in distance also limits the
fluctuations of the muon density.
To determine the resolution of the UMD detectors for each
event, the estimator based on the sample variance σ 2 and















The variance and mean estimators are calculated from the
number of measured muons by each twin detector. The mean
value of Δ2 within bins of average number of muons is shown
in Fig. 7a as a function of the muon count. The black line
is the result of the fit of a Poisson model to the data. The




) = 1.7 ± 0.9
N (1.0±0.2)μ
. (7)
As an illustration of the behavior of the UMD counters, the
bin contents centered on Nμ = 5 in Fig. 7a, are separately
displayed in Fig. 7b (northern twin) and in Fig. 7c (southern
twin) for a bin width of 1 muon. The results of the Poisson
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Fig. 7 Resolution of the UMD. a The distribution of the mean value of
the resolution estimator Δ2 (see Eq. (6)) within bins of average number
of muons. The black line is the fit of a Poisson model to the data. The
UMD resembles the ideal behavior of a Poisson detector in this range
of signals. From the bin centered around 5 muons, the distribution of
counted particles from the northern twin is displayed in b and from
southern twin in c. A Poisson fit to the data is shown in both histograms
fits are shown as the black line. These results support the
fact that Δ2 behaves as N−1μ , as expected in the case of ideal
counters.
3 Measurement of the muon density
3.1 Reconstruction of ρ(450) and ρ35
The first step in the measurement of the muon density with
the UMD is the reconstruction of the geometry (arrival direc-
tion and position of the impact point) and energy of the
EAS with the 750m SD (SD-750) array. The amplitude and
the start time of the signals recorded in individual SDs are
used to this aim. The arrival direction is determined from
the relative arrival times of these signals. The impact point
and the energy estimator are then derived by fitting the sig-
nal amplitudes to a lateral distribution function (LDF) that
decreases monotonically with distance from the shower axis.
The energy estimator adopted here is the signal at 450 m
from the axis, S(450). For the grid spacing of 750 m, 450
m is the optimal distance to minimize the uncertainties of
the signal due to the imperfect knowledge of the functional
form of the LDF in individual events. This choice depends
essentially on the geometry of the SD array [22,23]. The
quantity S(450) is then converted to energy via a calibra-
tion against the quasi-calorimetric energy measured by the
fluorescence detector. To ensure adequate sampling of the
EAS, events with the highest-signal station surrounded by
an hexagon of six active stations are used. Then, only those
with zenith angle θ ≤ 45◦ and with energies ≥ 2 × 1017 eV
are selected. The cut in zenith angle allows us to minimize
the attenuation effects and the statistical uncertainties due to
the reduced scintillation-module detection area, while the cut
in energy allows us to work in a regime of the full efficiency
of the EAS array. After applying these selection criteria, the
data set amounts to 1 742 events.
Once the data set is constructed, the measurement of the
muon density is based on the signals recorded with the UMD
counters. The lateral fall-off of the deposited muon density is
modeled with a muon lateral distribution function (MLDF)
of perpendicular distance r to the shower axis, ρ(r). This
function depends on the primary mass of the cosmic rays. In
addition, showers induced by identical primaries at the same
energy and at the same incoming angle can be sampled at the
ground level at a different age, due to shower-to-shower fluc-
tuations arising from the stochastic variations in the location
and character of the leading interactions. This results in nat-
ural fluctuations for the MLDF, which is thus a quantity that
varies on an event-by-event basis. Unfortunately, the sparse
spacing of the array prevents us from measuring the event-
by-event LDF so as to use it as the primary input for defining
the muon-density estimator. To circumvent this, the strategy
to reconstruct the muon density then follows from the same
technique as in the case of the estimation of the shower-size
parameter S(450) with the SD array. An average MLDF is
determined from Monte-Carlo simulations of EAS, and the
signal deposit of an event is then adjusted to this average
MLDF by scaling its normalisation in a fitting procedure.
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In this work, to obtain the average MLDF, we have sim-
ulated two primaries, protons and iron nuclei, with energies
of 1017.5 eV, 1018.0 eV, 1018.5 eV and zenith angles 0◦, 12◦,
22◦, 32◦, 38◦, 48◦, by making use of CORSIKA simula-
tions [24] with two different generators of hadronic interac-
tions, QGSJetII- 04 and EPOS- LHC. The secondary parti-
cles of the EAS reaching the ground level are subsequently
propagated through the soil, and the energy deposited in the
underground muon detector is calculated with the Geant4
[25] package. Finally, the response of the detector is sim-
ulated by means of the Pierre Auger Observatory Offline
Software Framework [26].
The average MLDF is parameterized as
ρ (r, E, θ) = ρ(450) f (r, θ) , (8)
where ρ(450), the signal expected at a radial distance of
450 m, is the muon density estimator that depends on both
the energy E and the zenith angle θ . The distance of 450 m
has been chosen to minimize the fluctuations of the event-
dependent MLDF from the average one. The average struc-
ture function, f (r, θ), is normalized so that f (r = 450 m) ≡
1. Its functional shape follows from the KASCADE-Grande
experiment [9,14,27],












where r∗ = 280 m, α = 0.3 and γ = 4.6. The functional
shape adopted for the parameterization of the slope param-
eter, β, is guided by the application of Linsley’s elongation
rate theorem [28,29],
β (θ; b0, b1) = b0 + b1 sec θ (10)
with b0 = 4.4 and b1 = −1.1. All the values of these
fixed parameters, namely, the values of the set {r∗, α,
γ , b0, b1}, were optimized with the above mentioned
simulations.
The expected number of muons, μ (r, E, θ), that hit a
scintillation module located at a distance r from the impact
point of a shower impinging with zenith angle θ is then
derived as μ (r, E, θ) = ρ (r, E, θ) S cos θ , with S cos θ the
projected aperture of the detectors. The observed number of
muons is drawn from a Poisson process with the mean μ.
On an event-by-event basis, the value of ρ(450) is therefore
estimated by minimizing the likelihood function
0 250 500 750 1000 1250















Fig. 8 Example of MLDF fit to a real event





























consisting of the product of the likelihoods for saturated,
non-saturated (or candidate) and non-triggered UMD sta-
tions [30]. The likelihood for the non-triggered stations is
built from the probability not to trigger when there are less
than three muons hitting the UMD. This upper limit comes
from the water-Cherenkov detector condition which requires
at least a signal of 3 Vertical Equivalent Muons (VEMs) to
trigger. The value Ni is the effective number of muons recon-










where k j is the number of scintillator bars, in a module of 64
strips, for which at least one muon in the j-th time window
was reconstructed. The time width of the window is ∼ 22 ns
and the index j runs over all m windows in an event of 6.4
µs. As soon as any of the k j equals 64, the module is consid-
ered as saturated and the corresponding Ni value is used as
a lower limit for the observed number. This reconstruction
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the MLDF is fitted to
the observed muon numbers. The density for non-triggered
modules is set, arbitrarily, to 10−2 m−2.
As a result of the longer path in the atmosphere and of the
increased amount of soil covering the detectors, the muonic
component of inclined EAS gets attenuated. Consequently,
the last step consists in correcting the muon density esti-
mator for the attenuation. Given the highly isotropic flux,
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Table 1 Systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement of
the muon density







the intensity of primary cosmic rays is expected to be θ -
independent. Deviations from an isotropic intensity can thus
be interpreted as being due to attenuation alone. Based on
this principle, an empirical procedure, known as the con-
stant intensity cut (CIC) method [31], is used to determine
the attenuation curve fatt as a function of θ and therefore an
attenuation-free muon density, ρ35 = ρ(450)/ fatt (θ), arbi-
trarily defined at 35◦ as in the case of the SD array. The attenu-
ation function fatt is parameterized as fatt (θ) = 1+ax+bx2,
with x = cos2 θ − cos2 35◦. The obtained parameters are
a = 0.54 ± 0.10 and b = −1.02 ± 0.69.
3.2 Systematic uncertainties
The following systematic uncertainties have been studied in
detail: (i) the calibration procedure, (ii) the density varia-
tions of the soil covering the area of the detector array, (iii)
the unknown shape of the MLDF, (iv) the module area-
dependent efficiency correction, and (v) the CIC correction
of the muon density ρ(450). The impact of each source of
uncertainty is summarized in Tab. 1.
Calibration procedure. As described in Sect. 2.2, the pur-
pose of the calibration of the array equipped with photo-
multiplier tubes is to set the threshold of discrimination
(VThr) of each PMT channel at the level of 30% of the mean
single photo-electron amplitude (VSPE). In the engineering
UMD array there are in total 2240 channels. The spread
of thresholds after calibration is 21 mV, which corresponds
to about 10% of the discriminator threshold. The detector
response has been simulated with proton and iron showers of
1018 eV generated with QGSJetII- 04 at two zenith angles
for different values of VThr, ranging from 20% to 40% of
VSPE, to estimate the effect of a 3σ variation. The relative dif-
ference in the reconstruction of ρ(450) for different thresh-
olds is shown in Fig. 9a. A systematic uncertainty of 3.9% is
obtained from the linear fit.
Soil density. Variations in the soil density over the 23.5
km2 of the SD-750 array add further systematic uncertain-
ties. The shielding of the electromagnetic component of EAS
as well as the energy of the muons that can reach the under-
ground detectors depend on the density of the soil. In-situ
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Fig. 9 Relative difference of the reconstructed Δρ(450) obtained with
QGSJetII- 04, for proton and iron: a for different thresholds of discrim-
ination, up to ±10% of the appointed value of 0.3 × VSPE, at an energy
of 1018 eV, and for two zenith angles; b for soil density variations of
3σ around the measured mean value of δsoil = 2.380 g/cm3 in bins
of shower zenith angle θ ; and c for variations of ±15% of the slope
parameter β as function of θ at different energies
measurements of the density in three positions (two in the
periphery and one in the center) of the SD-750 array were
performed at depths of 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m. The mean mea-
sured soil density was δsoil = 2.380 g/cm3 with a dispersion
of σδ = 0.051 g/cm3 between surveyed sites. The relative
differences in the reconstructed muon densities at 450 m for
3σδ variations are shown in Fig. 9b as a function of the shower
zenith angle θ . The dashed lines are the difference averaged
over all angles, and shaded bands represent the standard error
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of the mean. Averaged over all considered angles, a system-
atic uncertainty of 2.8% is found.
Lateral distribution function. The event-by-event fluctua-
tions in the actual shape of the MLDF adds additional system-
atic uncertainties. From Monte-Carlo simulations, a conser-
vative estimation can be made by varying the slope parameter
β within a determined dispersion. The value for the disper-
sion, σβ = 0.15 β, was selected by using a small set of sim-
ulated events with sufficient detector information to leave β
as a free fit parameter during the reconstruction procedure.
For this set, we compared the value of β obtained from the
fit and the one obtained by using formula 10. The estimated
result was a 15% difference. As an illustration, the mean rel-
ative uncertainty obtained with QGSJetII- 04 is shown as a
function of θ in Fig. 9c. Mean values are shown as the mark-
ers, while error bars stand for their dispersion. Averaging
over all angles, a relative systematic uncertainty of 8.8% is
obtained.
Module efficiency correction. During the reconstruction
procedure, the estimated muon densities were corrected, by
area-dependent efficiencies ε, according to ρcorr = ρ/ ε.
The values for ε used were selected accordingly to the opti-
mized time window of seven bins. As was shown in Sect. 2.2,
ε5 (7) = 1.04 and ε10 (7) = 0.95 for modules of 5 m2
and 10 m2, respectively. We evaluate the resulting system-
atic uncertainty by reconstructing ρ(450) for each event in
data, both for the efficiencies derived for a window size of
seven bins and for the case in which no inhibition window is
set (ε5 (∞) = 0.94 and ε10 (∞) = 0.87 according to labo-
ratory measurements). Averaged over the considered energy
range from 2×1017 eV to 2×1018 eV, we find a conservative
systematic uncertainty of 9.9%.
CIC correction. We consider as systematic uncertainty
associated to the CIC correction the uncertainties on the
parameters of the fit. Averaged over the zenith angle range
0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 45◦, the mean systematic uncertainty is 2.3%.
4 Evolution of the muon content as a function of energy
4.1 Results
The reconstructed muon densities ρ35 are shown in Fig. 10
as a function of the energy estimated by using the SD data
alone. Due to the steep energy spectrum, the number of events
runs out of statistics above ≈ 2 × 1018 eV. With the current
sensitivity of the Auger Xmax measurements in the energy
range of interest here, namely between ≈ 2 × 1017 eV and
≈ 2 × 1018 eV, a constant elongation rate (that is, a single
logarithmic dependence of Xmax with energy) is observed
[32]. In this case, a single power law dependence of ρ35 with


















Fig. 10 Muon densities ρ35 as a function of the energy. The distribution
of the normalized residuals (ρ35−〈ρ35〉)/〈ρ35〉 is shown in the inset
describe the correlation between ρ35 and E by a power-law
function,
ρ35 (E; A, B) = A × (E/1018 eV)B, (13)
where the average muon density at 1018 eV, A, and the log-
arithmic gain, B, are fitted to data. In this manner, the cor-
relation expressed through this power-law relationship pro-
vides an unbiased estimate of the mean evolution of ρ35 with
energy, averaged over the underlying mass distribution.
The correlation fit is carried out using a tailored maxi-
mum likelihood method allowing various effects of experi-
mental origin to be taken into account, in a manner similar
to that described in [33]. The probability density function,
p(ρ35, ESD), entering the likelihood procedure, is built by
folding the cosmic-ray spectrum J (E), observed with the
effective exposure of the SD proportional to its detection
efficiency εSD (E), with the resolution functions of the SD,
RSD(ESD|E, σSD), and of the UMD, RUMD(ρ35|ρ, σUMD):





× εSD (E) εUMD (ρ)J (E)δ(ρ, ρ(E)). (14)
Here, the Dirac function guarantees that the power-law
relationship between the underlying muon density ρ and
energy E values holds, the parameters of which are esti-
mated through equation (13). The parameters σSD and σUMD
model the resolutions in ESD and ρ35, respectively. Shower to
shower fluctuations are accounted for in σSD. The statistical
uncertainty for σUMD of a single event is calculated by boot-
strapping 50 times the measured scintillation module data
pairs (ri , ρ (ri )). Repeating the MLDF fitting procedure for
the bootstrapped sample of the same event, we estimate σUMD
as the standard deviation of the obtained distribution of ρ35.
For underlying muon-density values, ρ35, high enough so that
the detection efficiency of the UMD is close to 1, and by mak-
ing use of a bootstrap estimate of the underlying spectrum
observed through the SD, εSD (E)J (E) ∝ ∑i δ(E, ESDi ),
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Fig. 11 Energy-normalized muon densities 〈ρ35〉/(E/1018 eV) as a
function of E compared to expectations from simulations using EPOS-
LHC (dashed) and QGSJetII- 04 (dotted). Error bars denote the statisti-
cal uncertainties, while systematic uncertainties are indicated by square
brackets





RSD(ESD|ESDi , σSDi )
×RUMD(ρ35|ρ35(ESDi ), σUMDi ). (15)
Using the relationship of equation (13), the coefficients
A and B are then determined maximizing the log-likelihood
function lnL (A, B) = ∑Nk=1 p(ρ35k, ESDk) where N is
the number of events above 1017.3 eV. Note that, as a rem-
nant of the integration over energy between 0 and infinity
in equation (14), the sum over the Ntot events entering into
equation (15) extends to lower energies to capture the fluctu-
ations of the energy estimator. The best fit solution is shown
as the solid line in Fig. 10, obtained for the best-fit parameters
A = (1.75 ± 0.05(stat.) ± 0.05(sys.)) m−2, (16)
B = 0.89 ± 0.04(stat.) ± 0.04(sys.). (17)
The statistical parameter uncertainties have been calculated
by generating 1000 balanced bootstraps from the data set,
repeating the fit for every bootstrap sample, and calculating
the standard deviations from fit results. The distribution of
the normalized residuals (ρ35−〈ρ35〉)/〈ρ35〉 is shown in the inset
of Fig. 10.
The evolution of the muon content in data is compared
to that in simulations of proton (in red) and iron (in blue)
primaries in Fig. 11, bracketing the lightest and heaviest
cosmic-ray primaries. The muon densities are normalized
by the energy to soften most of the energy scaling and thus
emphasize the effect of the primary mass on the muon num-
ber. The number of events in each energy bin is stated at
the top of the figure. The statistical uncertainties are shown
as the error bars, propagating the correlation between ρ35
and E , while the square brackets stand for the systematic
uncertainties. The impact of the systematic uncertainty in
the SD energy estimate, amounting to 14%, is shown by the
diagonal shift of the square brackets. The obtained fit curve
is shown as the black solid line with a shaded band cor-
responding to the statistical uncertainties. Simulation results
have been obtained by making use of two leading LHC-tuned
high-energy hadronic interaction models, namely EPOS-
LHC (dashed) and QGSJetII- 04 (dotted). The gain param-
eters, B, obtained from both hadronic interaction models are
B = 0.91 for iron and B = 0.92 for proton primaries, con-
sistent within uncertainties to those obtained from data.
However, the observed muon densities are larger in data
than those predicted by the models. For instance, in the
extreme case of a pure iron composition, the observed val-
ues are between 8% (EPOS- LHC) and 14% (QGSJetII- 04)
larger than those predicted at 1018 eV. We note however that
a shift of the data points within the systematic uncertainties
is enough to bring them in the region of the iron primaries.
These systematic uncertainties are mainly inherited from the
energy scale uncertainty [34]. They appear to be the limiting
factor to use ρ35 as a mass-composition estimator, but we
show next the power of the ρ35 measurements to probe the
consistency of hadronic interaction generators to model the
development of EASs.
4.2 Combination with other measurements
The muon density is sensitive to the primary mass composi-
tion. The above result can thus be used to test the ability of
the hadronic interaction models to describe air showers by
comparing it with that expected from the primary composi-
tion extracted in an independent way. Thanks to the hybrid
nature of the Pierre Auger Observatory, such an independent
mass-composition estimate is inferred from measurements
of the mean depth of shower maximum 〈Xmax〉 [32].
The most prominent mass-sensitive tracer is Xmax, a quan-
tity directly observed with fluorescence detectors. It strongly
depends on the primary particle interaction with air nuclei
through the inelastic cross section and the multi-particle
production, in particular through high-energy neutral pions
which decay into photons at high energies. In this regard,
models maximally benefit from the studies of proton-proton
and proton-nucleus collisions at the LHC. By contrast, the
muon content of EASs stems from a multi-step cascade pro-
cess, mostly driven by interactions of secondary charged
pions and kaons with air. ρ35 thus depends on properties of
pion-air collisions over a wide range of energies, for which
a detailed knowledge is lacking.
Furthermore, in the framework of the generalised Heitler
model, both quantities can be related to the mean logarith-
mic mass 〈ln A〉 through a linear dependence. Consequently,
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Fig. 12 Mean logarithmic muon density 〈ln ρ35〉 as a function of the
mean depth of shower maximum 〈Xmax〉 for simulations with primary
energies of 1017.5 eV (a) and 1018 eV (b) compared to Auger Observa-
tory measurements with the FD
the relationship between 〈Xmax〉 and 〈ln ρ35〉 can be repre-
sented by a line for each hadronic interaction model, as shown
in Fig. 12 at two different energies, 1017.5 eV and 1018 eV.
The 〈Xmax〉 data are extracted from [32]. It is apparent that
both models fail to reproduce the data. A difference of 38%
in the muon number is observed at 1017.5 eV and 1018 eV
compared to EPOS- LHC predictions, while the difference
is larger compared to the QGSJetII- 04 predictions. In both
cases, data show that the analyzed hadronic interaction mod-
els produce fewer muons than those observed in EAS. All
these results are collected in Tab. 2 together with the cor-
responding statistical and systematic uncertainties. It should
be stressed, nevertheless, that in the above comparison the
true Monte-Carlo energy was used for the simulated data
because the hybrid reconstruction of the energy (as done for
real data) is hampered by the failure in reproducing the num-
ber of muons impinging the SD stations [35].
The results presented in Figs. 10 and 11 are the first ones
for the Pierre Auger Observatory on the muon content of the
air showers obtained in this energy range. They allow us to
extend to lower energies results previously reported at higher
energies, based on the muon number estimation in inclined
air showers [36,37]. This is because at zenith angles exceed-
Table 2 Ratio fμ = exp (〈ln ρ35〉UMD − 〈ln ρ35〉sim) of the muon con-
tent in data and simulations with statistical and systematic uncertainties
at primary energies of 1017.5 eV and 1018 eV for the EPOS- LHC and
QGSJetII- 04 hadronic interaction models
Energy Model fμ
1017.5 eV EPOS- LHC 1.38 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.210.18(sys)
QGSJetII- 04 1.50 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.230.20(sys)
1018.0 eV EPOS- LHC 1.38 ± 0.12(stat) ± 0.210.18(sys)
QGSJetII- 04 1.53 ± 0.13(stat) ± 0.230.20(sys)
ing ≈ 60◦, EASs provide a direct measurement of the muon
number at the ground due to the absorption of the electromag-
netic component in the large atmospheric depth traversed.
The muon number for each shower can then be derived by
scaling a simulated reference profile of the muon density
distribution at the ground to the data. It is worth noting that
the measurements obtained pertain to muons with energies
above 0.16 GeV (Cherenkov threshold in water) that reach
the Observatory site located at an altitude of 1425 m, while
the measurements obtained in this work pertain to muons
with energies ∼ 1 GeV for vertical incidence.
Given the different conditions of measurements that select
muons with different energy distributions, it proves difficult
to compare directly the results presented here and the ones
reported in [36,37]. An indirect manner is required. Follow-
ing [38], we make use of the z-scale factor to perform the
comparisons,
z = 〈ln x〉 − 〈ln x〉p〈ln x〉Fe − 〈ln x〉p (18)
where x is the muon-density estimator (that is, ρ35 in this
work and Rμ in [37]). Here, the symbols 〈·〉p and 〈·〉Fe stand
for the expected muon densities for proton and iron showers,
simulated with a given model and accounting for detector
effects. The normalization by the difference between iron
and proton simulations allows the comparison between dif-
ferent types of quantities by reducing the possible systematic
differences.
The results of both analyses are shown in Fig. 13, using
two distinct generator models of hadronic interactions to
predict 〈ln ρ35〉 for proton and iron: EPOS- LHC (a) and
QGSJetII- 04 (b). There is a gap between ≈ 2 × 1018 eV
(UMD-based analysis running out of statistics) and ≈ 4 ×
1018 eV (threshold of the inclined EAS-based analysis), but
overall, both analyses give similar results in terms of z-factor.
Assuming the validity of the superposition model, the
measurement of 〈Xmax〉 by the FD converted into an aver-
age logarithmic mass 〈ln A〉 and finally into z = 〈ln A〉/ln 56
can be used to establish the reference values of the z-factor.
These are shown as the diamond markers in Fig. 13. For
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Fig. 13 z-factor obtained from
this work (filled circles) and
from measurements of inclined
EASs higher in energy by a
decade and a half (open circles)
for the EPOS- LHC (a) and the
QGSJetII- 04 (b) hadronic
interaction models. Also shown
in both cases are the results
obtained from measurements of
the mean depth of shower

























an ideal hadronic interaction model, the z-factor measured
from muon densities should be consistent with that inferred
from composition data. However, a clear tension is observed
between the two types of measurement. This tension is higher
in the lower energy range explored here than in that studied
with inclined EASs, due to the smaller uncertainties, being
at the level of 2.0σ and 2.5σ confidence for the EPOS-
LHC and QGSJetII- 04 models, respectively, at 2×1017 eV.
The hadronic interaction models thus fail to reproduce con-
sistently the z-scale factor inferred from muon-based and
〈Xmax〉-based measurements. On the other hand, the log-
arithmic gains of muon-based and 〈Xmax〉-based measure-
ments show comparable trends with energy although the large
uncertainties of the muon-based data points prevent us from
drawing any firm statement.
Overall, the discrepancy in muon number captured in this
work, down to 2 × 1017 eV, extends the previously reported
one at higher energies. It is worth keeping in mind, however,
that these results are sensitive to a change of energies. A
positive shift of our energy scale within its systematic uncer-
tainties would reduce the tensions on the muon numbers. In
another study, we reported on a simultaneous fit of the longi-
tudinal development and of the LDF for events with energy
between 6 × 1018 and 1.6 × 1019 eV detected by the SD
and the FD [35]. Agreement of models with data is obtained
on the condition to increase the hadronic contribution to the
signals by an amount consistent with that reported in [35]
on the one hand, and to leave the energy scale unchanged on
the other hand. The uncertainty on the energy rescaling fac-
tor is of the same order of magnitude as the 14% systematic
uncertainty of the energy calibration, though.
Similar results were previously obtained by other exper-
iments such as Yakutsk [39] and HiRes/MIA [40]. More
recently, a joint study with data from SUGAR and Auger
also confirmed qualitatively these findings [41], as well as
a study at the Telescope Array [42]. A meta-analysis com-
bining all these results was done [10], confirming the trend
that the muon deficit in the simulation is probably increasing
with energy.
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5 Summary and conclusions
The studies presented in this work are the final results of the
engineering array phase of the UMD. This prototype array
was composed of seven stations organized in a hexagon.
After a period for the development of calibration routines,
data acquisition for performance and physics started by
the end of 2015. The engineering array phase concluded
in November 2017 when several hardware improvements
were implemented according to the final production design
of the UMD. The most notable upgrade is the selection of
silicon photo-multipliers rather than photo-multiplier tubes
as optical devices.
Using data from a period of stable operation of one year, it
has been demonstrated that the detectors resemble the behav-
ior of ideal Poisson counters. The assessed resolution was
∝ 1/N (1.0±0.2)μ .
Systematic uncertainties have been studied in detail. The
largest contribution (9.9%) arises from the area-dependent
efficiency correction of the muon densities recorded by
individual detector modules. The uncertainties due to the
calibration procedure (3.9%), variations in the soil den-
sity (2.8%), the lack of knowledge of the shape of the
muon lateral distribution function for single events (8.8%),
and the CIC correction (2.3%) were also considered, yield-
ing an overall systematic uncertainty of 14.3%.
In the covered energy range, namely between 2×1017 eV
and 2×1018 eV, the observed muon densities are larger than
those expected from Monte-Carlo simulations of EAS when
considering the mass composition inferred from 〈Xmax〉 mea-
surements. The disagreement between the muon content
reported in this study and that expected from simulations
can be summarized in the following way: we find that for the
EPOS- LHC model to explain the data an increase of 38% is
required at 1017.5 eV and 1018 eV, while for QGSJetII- 04
an increment of 50% and 53% is needed at the two energies,
respectively. Converting the measured muon densities into
the z-factor described in Section 4, the results obtained here
allow us to extend to lower energies muon-number measure-
ments conducted at the Observatory, based on the detection
of horizontal air showers at higher energies. The energy evo-
lution (logarithmic gain) of the different muon measurements
is consistent, within uncertainties, with that expected from
〈Xmax〉 measurements. Overall, these results provide impor-
tant constraints for hadronic interaction models to describe
the EAS development.
The full-sized UMD array with 61 stations is foreseen to be
completed in 2022. It will provide direct measurements of the
muon component of EAS in the energy range above 1017 eV.
Therefore, it will overlap around 1018.5 eV with observations
from the 1500 m array. The UMD detector will enable the
validation and fine-tuning of the methods that will allow
for disentangling the electromagnetic and muonic compo-
nents on an event-by-event basis with the upgraded version of
the Auger Observatory [43]. Ultimately, these measurements
will allow an accurate analysis of mass-sensitive parameters
on an event-by-event basis, to help elucidate the origin of
cosmic rays at the highest energies.
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